Low-frequency pulse echo reflection of the fundamental shear horizontal mode from part-thickness elliptical defects in plates.
Defect characterization using guided ultrasonic waves remains a challenging subject and requires a full understanding of the interaction of guided waves with a realistic representation of the defect. The characteristics of pulse echo reflection of the SH0 mode from part-thickness elliptical defects in plates is studied via finite element analysis and experimental measurements. The study shows that the reflection ratio spectrum of the SH0 mode from an elliptical defect exhibits periodic pattern due to interference between reflections from the two edges of the defect. The pattern of the reflection ratio spectrum is determined by the ratio of defect length in the incidence direction to wavelength, while the magnitude is affected by the maximum depth and the effective aspect ratio of the defect. Both the pattern and magnitude of the reflection ratio spectrum are found to be highly sensitive to the incidence angle, and the form of the variation of the reflection with angle is a strong function of the defect shape. In addition, a study of circular defects with tapered depth profiles reveals that the reflection is a function of average length of the tapered defect to wavelength ratio, and the magnitude of the reflection diminishes as the ratio increases.